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SERIES PREFACE

This instructional bOOklet is one of a series
1-

Special Cortrmility Service and Continuihg Education

University. Its purpose is to introduce a diverse

tion program plahners to basic concepts integral to and alternative

strategies appropriate for conducting needs assessments. A broad base

of research and information relevant to-practice has -been tappe&in

prepared by the

staff, at Texas A&M

body of ar"1171t educe-

the development of the series.

This series is not in its final form but.is rather "in develop --

went" as prepared for one-on-one testing in conjunction' with &collection

of adult education practitioners. Refine:waits are to be made subse-
t

quent to one -on -cage, mall group and field, testing.

Re6ognition isc7iven to .pose agencies and individuals ,who have

oontrihuted to the, development of this series:,

..

'U.S. office, of Mum-Lion Oepartment of Health, Education and

Welfare, for providing funding;
-

. -

Participants in the pilot test activities -for seneratIng case
m.

study applications: Mx. 'David R. Chagoya, Pik; 'Robert Felder,

Ms, Alice Franzke Mr.'' Jon johnsOn, Sr. Mar .a. Leavy, Mr. Jose

G ,

D. Leza, Lt. Col. James V.-Mahoney, Cr., MrG. M: Milburn, Jr.,:

Capt., Willianj. , Ms. Lois:Scefje and Mi. Charles Weichert.
..f . ,
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Members of the staff for continued investteht in all dimensions

of the project: Dr. Paulette T. Beatty; ProjeCt ; Mr. Bill

Hale, Mrs. Michele Sabin°, Mr. WAlt Troutman and Mrs.'Apdrey Tsui-

/
Clian, Research Associates; and Mrs. merle Rucker and Mrs. Brenda

Snow, Secretaries*.

' Project consultants for willing collaboration in material; develop-

/4 meet and testing as well as ectexnal evaluatiOn: Dr. Ernestine Eh,
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Persons desiring amItional information abOut the ins anal

booklets in this series please contact:.
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-Cr. Paulette T. Beatty
Adult and Extension Educatia

College of Edducatidn

Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843
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Till work pOsented herein was performed pursuant to a giant from
.the U;SI Office of EdUcation) Department of Health, Education and

,°Welfare (G007,90444). Howe'ver, the opinion d expressed herein do-not
necessarily reflect,th6 'position or policy of the U.S. Office of Edu-
cation sand**nc; official endorsetnent:by the U,S. Officeof Education
tstxxild be inferred
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Int=ducticn

Analogy

-This booklet is not unlike taking pictures. It should appeal to

the amallrur and the not-so-amateur photographer in all of us. Can you.

see yourself riding,along a great Teas highway and being Caught by a

beautiful displayof wildflowers? You Stop the Car, and becabse you

are struck with the scene, you reach for your handy camera What do

you do first? Typicall, you will; try to catch just the picture that

will have the most meaning for you. Do you want'the cloud-filled sky,

the Mesquite and brkimins included in the picture? Or, do-you Want a
0

Nr
scene of the weather -worn restraining fence and windmill facing toward

the sunset? After you decidecn which vista is the most appropriate,

you wil. want to focus in and make sure you inehag, all of the elements

that made your initial decision so appeal;ng,to you. You will want to

include all of those features which make the wildflower scene a quality

scene Hfor you. Then, the instant olick.and forever -1-or almost forever --
.

you have caught it. It is important that those elements'which are most

precious to you are clear

ing the colored film has

can see the various .hues

discernable once the process of develop-,%,

leted. Aha! Ydu have done it 'You

.

of color in the sky; the differences in-ths

1
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moods of the overhanging clouds; the patch of hundreds of,bluebotenets

and Indian paint brushes, which form a perfect backdrop for a soft apd

perfect-intermingling of a single paintbrush and bluebonnet, so perfect

1/611 can almost smell than., You pre'even sure that you can smell and

hear the brahmans contamtedimdmg.

Y6harve moved frdn scope,' through focus, to measurement in a pro-

cess that is replicated earh dap:a million times over by each one of

us. It is this same process that we are anxious to help you recreate

during your,needs assessment.activities as the basis for your educe-
.

tional programming. 1We want to help you caiature.scmething meaningful.

by carefully identifying thescope for your study, getting a good focus,

. and then capturing it in great detail, replicated for future reference.

Purpose and Content

Many folks just like you are faced with the prospect and respcnsi-.

bility of building educational programs for adults. You maybe in the

process of exploring new missions for your institutions, determining

'.future programing Options, prioritizing existing missions, analyzin4

your adequacy in meeting existing' missions, identifying newor-inad-

equatelY served client groups, or diagnosis problems in program imple-

mentation. :Plisse undertakings are, often highly intuitive and creative -

processes, whiChattimes defy analysis.

To oompleMent these processes, we propose that you begin the pro-

.

gram planning process with a needs assessment designed to help you'

deal systematically with ttie critical.' questions and debi4ions which

to be addressed before any'program development-begins..

It is the purpose of thii booklet to helphyou'petexMine the scope,
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focus and measures of your needs assessment undertaking; to help.yobu

.3

determine what information.you went to collect in.your study. We will

first assist you in this process through a review o£ the mission of your

institution and an ideatific4ion of those goal categories of: broad

areas of inquiry that are relevant to your particular setting. This

will enable you to make a clear determination of the purpose, of your

needs assessment undertaking. -ilext, we will assist you in identifying
/,

appropriate goals for assessment in yOur undertaking. :Finally, we will

help you specify'comprehensive and sensitive measures for the goals

which you have selected. These three processes, each in their awn

unique way, should help you to determine what information to collect

in your needs assessment.

Rationale

As needs assessors, it is important for you to start the needs

assessment process with acrnsideration of Who you are, what your insti-

tntional mission is, what broad categories or domains of goals you are

established to address, or what,focus your-instituiion has adopted,

or will adopt Ae..lidhasis for building programs for adults. Cc:rise-

A

quently, your Iron should be male explicit at the earliest stages of

your needs assessment. Your mission will inform ,yau of the limits

within which you will be working because it reflects the direction and

emphas4 that the institution will place on all activities. In any

j
event, t needs assessment should not be begun without first making

a careful review of your institutional-mission and all of it,.Tramifi-

-

cations.. No needs assessment ,will make sense Ware fAst looking-at

who you art as the starting point. Look at the broad domains of
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goals which your mission commissions you to attain should enable you-to
.

identity the portose of or the reason for undertaking your needs assess-

ment.".The.clarification of stir purpose for this 'specific needs4assess-

meilt will provide you with a definite direction toward which to proceed,

becpuSe it.tells yon why you are doing. the needs assessment. At times,

you may even define your purpose in terms of who will study as well

asIghat you will stud§. Selection of goal categories ielevadt.to Your

institutional mission and ;needs assessment purpose establishes the scope
A

for your study.

After determining the scope of youf: needs assessment,.that is,

those goal categories 4hich are relevant to your institUtionalOission

and needs assessment purpose, you want to identify goals for your needs

assessment. 'The 'identification of goals is a critical second step `in

the,needsassessment process. This identification is essenriA2ly the

process of giving appropriate focus or refinement to the broad goal '
.10

pptegories which were identified previously. This process directS

the information collection process toWard only those goals that are

jmtxmtantto the realization of the identified goal category and at

the sane time judged to be not sufficiently realized in your,particular

setting. Focusing only, on" goals which are' assumed to. be both impor-,

*tint and unrealized will help ydu to avoid information overload. It

also gYves you direction for all future activities in the needs assess-

ment process.

Last of all, you, may begin to!think.tiiat a goal should be measur-

able or capable of being specifically stated in terms of performance.

You should )4 able to describe it yin .such way that you can determine
0

11
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whether or not some desired outcome bps been accomplished. In other

words, you want to start developing measures for thegoalt which you

5

have identified. Wu are right., Without good, solid measures it is
r

Affiall.ttc; identify the discrepancies between the desired states and
-

'the existing states, making the needs' assessment process'armless, dis-

jointed and sometimes even counter-productive.- It is also important'

that you insuie comprehensive:and sensitive measures for the identified
0 ,

goals. This moans that you don't want to miss any facets of the goal,

and. also, that you don't want to have nelsures.that do not contribute

tq the sensitiNe.me.asunament of your g4als.

Needs assessors should determine-scope, and focus of the needs study;

They also have to develop measures for the goals identified felt the needs

assessment undertak_iig.

a

This booklet arms to orient you about what intannption to collect in

your needs assessment. This is the starting point of every needs assess.-

.ment.undertaking. Following the detennin tion of what 1lifonnaticn pia

are:going to collect we All lead yOu1nto the sources information,

Booklet Two, or., where youlgie-gdineO go to gather the'verypest infOr-

mation.

Concept

Determining Goal Categories

To help you get an appropriate scope for your 'study, you -will want

to reflect upon those broad areas4or categories Of_goals.which ea rise,

in the aggregate, the missions toward which the educatiorial program,for''

adults are directed. Sane groups, such as the League of Women, Voters,
41.
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according to their mission, work very 'diligently to improve'the-citizenship

oonpetence and commitment of women as well' as men in our society.__Othexs,

- like departments of recregtion within cammunities,'again in keeping with

*their mission, work very diligently to build skills and enjoyment in a -

broad 'area of recreational pursuits' as well as'cammitment to build.

-

Strong social ties. 'Education within-the'fire.and police departments

.

. are directed primarily toward improving the vccational. competence of all

employees and toward assuring the physical well -being of the entire

community. ,

a
Almost all /groups and agencies who work with adults do irilentify

with ape or another of several Of, these broad classes of;gcels as their

Pl.rt in improving the quality-Of life for,that bit of the world for
, -

which they have:same responsibility. Ttgether, these goal oategaries

foam a marvelous support for the development of adults, and their com

munitie's. Tt should be clear naw that goal categories refer to broad

categories'or major areas of human striving.

I

4

Thus, goal category is defined as a Major area of human striving'

toward which adult elcati?zi makes sate contribution. 0

Fcm%our purposes there ar eight goal categories which represent

the total arena of legitimate activities for the,fie_fd of adulttuca-

tion. They are goal categories which address the various aspects of the

life of individual adults: (a) emotional life, like happiness ox-satis-%

faction; (b) spiiituallife,,dealieg with ethics or morality;*(c) in-
4

tellectual life, which concerns their active minds or mental skills;

(d) physical life, relatirigtotheir health and good physical well-being;

=

(e) recreational life, Or leisure and self-renewal; (f) vocational 'life,

1:3

c7
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;stip insures employment_ and productivity in work; (4

7

ial,life, which

aleals with primary relationships or other types ofhuman support; and

, -A- .

.it. -- (h) civiq life, which relates to pervice'or social commitment.
----. -

.

1

Process

To specify the goal.categories'tO be addressed in the needs assess-

ment; we'suggest that you give consideration to the following three steps,

First, revie0-for'a while the eight goal categories we have just'

oUtlined_for you. Each of theft -is basically an organized sectorldlidh

. .contriiutes uniquely,to the ultimate. goal of improving the quatty of

I'

human life.:

Second look back to the mission of your institution or educational

division within

It shows the

institution. Amission is a broad statement which

for-the existence of the entity, what it is intended

to achieve for people. It includes its role and range of operation and

may further include Its programs. ,I1101Ost cases the mission is cited

in a very formal written statement in the philosophy or policy section

of institutional pdblications. Forthat reason, the mission of !slur.

institution Should be readily available. Next, judge which goal cat-

egarY or categories, as listed above, is or are relevant/to your

misicn. Mn other words, you to find-out which broad categories

yodr mission has identified key'responsibility for

quality of life of adultS.

g the

,

Given the example at the beginning of this

section, we probably would agree that the Tyler Department of'Recreatiod

actually dPa1c primarily with the recreational domain and .secondarily

with the emotional,.rksical and social domains of life.. For

another example, suppose that the County Health Depa'rtoment wants to

tq
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addrEmmtheir =la= for sound nutrition, adequate physical activity and

appropriate preventative health care..All this means that the County

Health DepartAent is taking the goal category of physical life-as its
1 ,

major responsibility.

Last, ask yourself-thisquestion: Am.I going to address the goal

categomies.covered by my mission, oramI going to explore new ibns?

If you decide to assess needs on those goal' categories within mis-

sion; are you gq4eg to address all of them,.or are you going to select

one or tTigok categories to which you haVenqesufficiently responded?

400r, if you want to address some goal categories not covered by your mis-

sion, which categories are aFpropriate? Ultimately you must decide on
7

.the scope ay your study.

Let's go back to the example of departments of recreation. One

department director may decide to assess the needs of thef"study group
,

La-all four goal categories covered by his mission; that is, the.emo-

ti71, physical; recreational and social domains. ,In other departments,

11,
the director may prefer to concentrate on gathering information related

exclusively to the social needs of the Ar%lit group.

It is only you who can decide what informati,onyou should gather

iw your needs assessment undertaking. Select those goal categories

that you judge apprqmciatefor.your needs assessment.

Thus, the Principle for Practice is that needs assessors should,

select goal categories whichare relevant to their institutional mission

,. and needs assessment Purpose.

Concept

Determining Goals

fi

15
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In this Section,'we are going trintroduce you to the concept of
,to °

goal and., in the process, help you to identify what would probably con,-

statute iniortant and, unrealized goals for your needs assessment.

(InAl is defined as a-desired end state which both contributes to

thedefittion and the realization of a goal category- In other words,

goals are statement describing a broad intent, state or condition of

the areas to be addAised in-the needs study. Goals are refinements
ri

- .

of the goal categorY? FUrther, just as needs assessments should flak

from-and be tailored toelthe unique institutions or educational entities

undertaking,thenso Should the goals flow from and- be tailoriki to the.

-goal categories addreSsed ia*'the needs study. Fbr'example, if, as the

community college, communitl4serice division, we are going to study ;43,-

catioial needs ofihi4h school dropouts, one pcgsible goal would be "to

7. .

improve the prOvocatiocal Skills' of this tartlet group. Or, if I am .

10,

involved in vocatidok and social goal categories as the Local Garment

Workers Union diraaor, appropriate Teas might include: increasing

participation in udibn activities; or improvement in skills of repre-

tenting oolleagues to nonaqemeht..

A goal is seekMs a positive and worthy attainment. Even though

words with negativeimplidatiems such as reduce or eliminate and heart

attacks or unemploxtent are used,' the ultimate intent of the goal re-

%imams steadfast; nmely, to effect positive change.: Thus, some examples

of health-related goals 'may be to decrease, incidence of teenage preg-

nancy,nancy,toAreduoe indecre of employee accidents in the work set-

.

ting, to increase' the leVelofsphysical activity of residents in a

retirement cantunity, to increase the level of early detection of

2
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glauCama.or to 'reduce the incidence of alcoholism among wopen in the

1,

-4,

a

hdmeseiting. These still constitute goats since they contribute bbth

to.the definition} and realizat.ion of. the goal category: quqlity,of

physical well-being.

Process -

s

We are going to propose a two-step prdcedure to help you to
i
develop

relevant ToaLs
;

In the initial step we suggest that you'prepare an extensive list-

ing of goals which contribute either to the definition or realization .

of each of thevoal categories to be addressed in the needs assessment.

They should contribute to or militate the full attainment of an

tified goal category. Further, we suggest that you refine the goals

list by eliminating or restating those goals which overlap' You mis),

.also went to COnlider el iminatillg or restructuring goals that cannot

be measured. For example, as thettunty Mental HPAlth'Associaidon Board

of Directors, same'grvoc you identify under the category of emotional

'.needs of divorced women may be to improve self-concept, to enlarge the

friendship circle, to .adjust to a new life role, to develop new inter-

ests'or hobbies, to reduce"dissatisfaction,in the present life role or

to redUde uncertainty Of the future life roles. You may find that the

goal of adjusting to a new life role covers what the last two goalp

indicate. Ybt may also find that "self-concept" in the first goal is

difficult to measure. Thus) you might want to rephrase the goal thus:

"to*think positively-of oneself" When ydu complete this,step, you

.

will have produced a listing of discrete'and meastcable

SeCondly, select fiCut the goals list those goals that are of
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greatest importance in contributing to the realizatiai:arlackor real-
,

.ization of a goal category within the population to, be studied. Ih the :

Above example, the first and third goals would probably have a high ri=

ority in terms of the ematicnalreeds of divorced women Eliminat those

goals, if there are any, that' are of mint= importance to the

of the goal category. Father, you Should eliminate those goals

you judge have been adequately: realized already. To conclpap,

ciple for practice is that needs assessors -shoulndentify goals which

are both important and unrealized

Determining'Measuxes
0

Concept

As mentioned Above, in a needs'assessment, there is no point cipAl-

ing with goals that cannot be-measured- Tht means that a goal should .

allow for specific translation in terms of performance, and -the needs

assessor first be able to determine whetber,or,not same desired outcome

41
elated to a goal category has been accomplished. 'Thus, it iethe pur-

pose of this'Section to assist you in developing comprehensive and sen-

sitive measumsfarthe goals 'which you 'have judged to be'both important

and. unrealiZ;d.

'gupposing you feel ill and you visit yair doctor to find out

you feel poorly. jHow can your doctor tell whether you are healthy or

not? He looks for symptoms; he also.looks at a great number of specific

.measures like blood preSsure, pulse, weight, visual acuity, gait7tamp-

eeature,.tidglYceriaPs and cholesterol count to name but a few which_

serve as indicators of.healthstatus. ln other words; he uses specific

physiological measures as a reference point; and he checks these measures

18
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abainst certain standards or criteria for normalcy in making judgements

about your health. 'The same thing happens in our definttich of goals.

We need to identify specific measures which would help us to know whether4

or not goals have been attained,
"

Thus, measTets defined as an.operational sEatemenl or indicator

fouither one dimension of a goal or a complete goal: It is a yard-

stick that helps you to detect or recognize whether and in what dimen-

sir a goal identified for your needs. assessment has been attained.

.

Same possible- measures for the goal "- improving the cardiovascular fitneis

of the population in the community" would be: first, the number of

hours andincEMdmil spends car autdocm:activities pe week, second, the

number of days per week a household eats a balanced meal comprising- the

four ilAgir. food groups or third, the number of hoursan individual spends

sleeping per day.

Process

Now, we are going to propose two activities which should yield

comprehensive andsensitive measures for your needs assessment.

First of all, after oi;844chint,msule goals-to be addressed in your

needs assessment, you will want to explore as many specific measures

for each bf the goals as posehlp. The More specifics you can come up

the more you will,he able to tell whether or 14.t the need area

as described by the goal statement has,teeniiiilyrealized. For exam-

ple, as the Community Education Director for a subLan independent--

school district, one goal of your needs assessment is to improvse the

English language proficiency 'of Vietnamese immigrants, some possible

measures for it might be: the recognition of one hundred cethe most

19
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cpcmon,Engiish words, the recognition of common traffic signs, the abil-

- ity to-express basic requests and responses in English, the ability to
w.

1 -

speak English-with 'correct intonation and accent, the ability to under-

stand English when spoken at a normal rate and lastly, ability to can-

Prehand what is spoken. Noy, ask yourself if you have explored a can--

prehensive list oftmeasures for EngUsh'profici cy. You have

with sate Encjlish proficiency skills concerning, is vocabulary, speak,

'mg and listening. mat About the dimension g to skills of read-
.

ing like Vle ability to read at an eighth grade level or'the ability of

the student to comprehend what has been read and to interpret the mate-

rial in'his own i4ords1 What about the dimension of writing like the

ability to summarize what has been read with correct grammar and sentence

structure'' What about the dimension of life coping skills _like the abil-

ity to correctly apply for employment or to locate. suitable housin4 for

'the fami].,y'or schooling for the 'children? You see, it is important that

you'spend sane time, to review the ,list of measures to make sure it is

canprehensive and that you have not left out any significant dimensions

of the goal to'be measured.

Next, you may want to- select those neasu'es that are sensitive to

differences reflecterkby le6aes of time or differences wither the pc6-

ulation to be studied. If you use voting participation in presidential.

elections as a measure of the goal of improving -political Activism ,

of-Amexicah citizens, it is a measure that.occurs only every four years

and thus is not sensitive enough to neasure the political activism

of American citizens on a day to day baSis, it is not sensitive to changes.

that are occurring overtime,. Further, if you use th,possession of

A
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a high school dip:lama as a measure for the gogfto improve the pre -voca-

skills of youngadults,age sixteen*ugh twenty-five, it is

obvious that this is-n a,sensitive-measu*for th6se in the age group

.
,16-18, or it may not help you idemtifymdpority 7cluth who hivq pre-

tional skills but are stilunempIayed,

Thus, the principle for practice is.that needs'assessbrs should

develop measures which insure both comprehensive and sensitive measure=

ment of identified goals.

purr;nary'

In determining what information you should collect in your needs

assessment undertaking, you should first determine the goalvoategories

Ipu would like to address in your study. Next, you should develop goals

for these goal datligories; lastly, you should identify gCod measures

for such goals,

GoAl'oategories'are broad classes of goals which represent major

areas of human striving. You should be able to identify priority goal

Categories and select those which are re6r45 to your missic and to

the specific purpose of-yam needs assessrrende By selecting the most

-* relevant goal ditegoLes, yo net limits or hounds,t9 the.scope of your

study. 411,^x

Goal refert to a desired end state which contributes to the defini-
al

ticn anTallization of a goal category to be addressed in the needs

assessment. The goals which*you judge to be both important and unreal-
,.

ized should be pursued for study.

Measure is an operational statement foi either one diMension of a
4

goal.or a complete 46a14 It is usedAo quantify-d'goal. Your
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development of comprehensive and sensitive measures help you to

detect whether and to what degreethegoals identified for your need

assessment have4heen attained.

After deciding what information to colle9p for your needs asse:-

rent, are you anxious to }mow who to approach and where to go to gather

your needs information') he will orient you to that in the booklet that

follows, Booklet Two: Determining Where informaticn*Can Be Found. .

bit

I,
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